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Dispersion relations for the scattering of spin-! particles by a potential containing the spin
orbit interaction are derived in the nonrelativistic theory. The behavior of the Green's func
tion of the total Hamiltonian at large complex energies is investigated. 

DISPERSION relations (d.r.) for the nonrelativ
istic scattering amplitude have been considered in 
a number of papers (see references 1 to 3 and 
others). These authors assumed that the Hamil
tonian is independent of the spin. The simplest 
method of derivation was based on a study of the 
behavior of the Green's function of the total Ha
miltonian at complex energies E. 3 

In the present paper we consider the scatter
ing of a spin-! particle by a potential which in
cludes the spin-orbit interaction. A proof of the 
d.r. for this case will be given. First we shall 
study some properties of the Green's function, 
leaving out a large part of the mathematical de
tails. The latter will be published in a different 
place. Here we shall make only a few general 
remarks concerning these questions. 

Two estimates are important for the proof of 
the d.r. with the help of the Green's function: one 
on the positive half of the real axis, which re
quires a detailed analysis of the integral equation 
for the Green's function at finite energies, and 
another at large energies in the complex plane, 
based on the Born series, which converges 
rapidly in this region. 

For finite values of E we can investigate the 
Green's function for our problem with the help of 
the usual methods.4•5 However, at large energies 
these methods must be modified somewhat, since 
the Born series converges poorly in the presence 
of the IS interaction. In this connection we pro
pose a certain transformation of the Born series 
which improves its convergence properties (for 
large E). This transformation is made possible 
by the fact that we have been able to calculate ex
plicitly the first term of the asymptotic Green's 
function for E ----. oo • 

1. PROPERTIES OF THE GREEN'S FUNCTION 

The energy operator of the system has the 
form 

H=Ho+V, 

where 

v = - iVl (r) [r X v] s-:- Vo (r), 

and S is the vector for spin!. 
The Green's function satisfies the integro

differential equation 

R (E) = Ro (E)- Ro (E) V R (E), 

where 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Ro (E)= 4Jt I r ~ r' 1 exp (i JIE I r- r' J). (4) 

We assume that 

Ce..,.."' 
I Vo (r) I< (1 + r)a+• ; 

C -xr 

I vl (r) I, I v~ (r) l < (1: r)H• 

(e > 0, x;;>O). (5) 

Equation (3) can be written as an integral equation 

R (E) = Ro (E)- R~ (E) R (E), (6) 

where 

R~ (E)=- iV1 (r')[r'xv']Ro (r, r'; E) S + Vo (r') Ro (r, r'; E). 
(7) 

Equation (6) can be investigated by the same 
methods as in the case where V 1 ( r) = 0. It can 
be established that, first, R ( r, r', E ) is analytic 
in the complex E plane with a cut along the posi
tive part of the real axis with the exception of a 
finite number of negative poles Ej at the positions 
of the eigenvalues; second, 
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where 1/Jjk is an orthonormalized eigenfunction 
corresponding to the eigenvalue Ej; and third, 

IR(r,r';E)[<:K([r-r'[-1 +I) (9) 

on the cut. 
The direct method of successive approximations 

for Eq. (6) (Born series) converges poorly even 
for large energies, smce the kernel Rr (E) con
tains ,fE linearly. This implies that all terms of 
the series contain contributions which do not van
ish as E-- oo. However, by integration by parts, 
these terms can be separated out explicitly and 
summed up. As a result we obtain the following 
expression* for the nonvanishing term P (E) of 
the asymptotic Green's function R (E) as E -- oo : 

1 

P(r, r'; E)= R0 (r, r'; E) exp{{-iS[rxr'j ~V1 (+Cl-1])r 
-1 

(10) 

Formula (10) can be proved rigorously by trans
forming Eq. (6) to the form 

R (E) = P (E) + n (E)- nv (E) R (E), (11) 

TI (E) = Ro (E)- P (E)- P (E) V Ro (E), (12) 

where II V ( E ) is constructed from II ( E ) in the 
same way as Rr (E) is from R0( E). 

The method of successive approximations ap
plied to Eq. (11) at high energies converges in the 
same way as the Born series in the absence of the 
spin-orbit interaction. We thus obtain the estimate 
(for large E ) 

I R ( r, r'. E) - P ( r', r'; E) 1 

<:F(r, t'; E)exp(--ImYEir-r'[), (13) 

where F ( r, r'; E) -- 0 for E - oo uniformly for 
any finite region of variation of r and r'. 

2. DERIVATION OF THE DISPERSION RELATIONS 

As a complete set of asymptotic states for the 
scattering we choose the set of functions 

<Da (r, e>) = exp (i V£~r) X~ (e>). (14) 

Here a=(E,~,m), ~·~=1, m=±~, and 
xg_ (a) is a spinor which has the components 6ma 
in a system oriented along the vector ~. 

*Similar formulas [see also Eqs. (21) and (22)] have been 
considered by many authors for the case V,(r) = 0 in the de
termination of correction terms to the Born approximation (see, 
for example, reference 6). 

For the scattering amplitude we use the follow
ing expression: 

fha = - 4~ (<Db; V 1Fa), (15) 

where b = (E, {3, n), {3•{3 = 1, n = ±~, and 
+a ( r, a) is a solution of the scattering problem 

'F' a = <Da-R (E + iO) V<Da. (16) 

We then find for fba 

fba = - (I /4Jt) (<Db, V<Da) + (I /4n) (V<Db, R (E + iO) V<Da)· 

(17) 

We introduce the usual notations 

.,.. = In In = + V£ (~ + (I); A = V£- (~-(I), 
'Y = [~><(&]I sin 6, cos 8 = ~(&. 

nA. = 0; 
(18) 

We shall regard fba as a function of E, with fixed 
A, n (A:::; K/2 ), and spinor variables (fba de
pends practically only on E, A, and the spinor 
variables ) . 

We expand the spinors Xg_ and xfh in terms of 
the constant spinors x~: 

%~ = L] 't'mk ( n X~, X~ = L] 't'mk ( n (- I(-\~, 
k k 

't'mk (6) = 6mk cos+ + ibm, -k sin ~ . (19) 

It is now easily seen that the first term on the 
right-hand side of formula (17) is analytic in E 
with a cut along the positive half of the real axis 
and with a singularity of the type 1/n at E = 0. 

The second term has the following form in the 
new variables: 

4~- (V<Db, R (E) V<Da) = 4~ "~' 't'mn ( ~) 't'nh' ( ~) 

X ~drdr' exp {- ~ ~ (r + r')}exp {- q/ E- ~2 n 

X (r- r')} {X~,, <VE vl (r)[rx~]S + Vo (r))R(r, r'; E) 

X CYEV1 (r')[r'x(I]S + Vo (r')) x~}, 
. 0 L'1 

sm--z = 2VE . 
(20) 

If we separate out the poles of R ( r, r'; E) and 
apply the integral analog of the Weierstrass theo
rem,7 using (9) and (13), we can conclude that the 
analytic properties of the second term differ from 
those of the first term described above only by the 
presence of the additional poles at the points Ej. 

It follows from the estimate (13) that the func
tion fba does not grow faster than E as E -- oo ; 

the leading term of the amplitude fta for E -- oo 

can be easily calculated: 

f~a =- 4~ JIE(S[r><~]VlcDb, 'F'~), (21) 

where 
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co 

'¥~ == ei YEar exp {+ S[atxr]~ dT]V1 (r- atT]} _'X':rz (22) 
0 

is the leading term of the solution 'IJ!a. 
We separate out the dependence of fnm(.O.,n; E) 

on n, m by writing fnm ( .6., n; E) in the matrix 
form 

f (~. n; E)= A(~, E)+ B (~, E) vS, (23) 

where the functions A ( ~. E) and B ( ~. E ) do not 
depend any more on m and n. These functions 
have the properties 

A(~. E- iO) = A(~. E + iO), 

B (~. E- iO) = B (~, E + iO), (24) 

which probably are most easily obtained by expand
ing f ( ~. E ) in terms of spherical functions. We 
conclude from (24) that the residues of A ( ~. E) 
and B ( ~. E) at the points Ej are real. 

Thus we have obtained the following dispersion 
relation for the function g (E) =A(~. E), B (~.E): 

co 

1 \ 1 E- Eo I (E') dE' R.eg(E) = pn l E'-E E'-Eo mg 
0 

"' 1 E-Eo dg +R.eg(Eo)+~E-E1 E1 -E0 i• 
1 

(25) 

where 

(26) 

and Eo is an arbitrary positive energy. The resi
dues dg are given in terms of the eigenfunctions 
of the Jdiscrete spectrum. 

The dispersion relation for B ( ~. E) can, ap
parently, be given in a different form, since 
Im B ( ~. E) increases more slowly than .JE; 

however, this requires a more detailed investiga
tion of the asymptotic form of B ( ~. E ) . 

The values of Im g (E) in the unphysical re
gion E < :Y4 ~2 which enter in the d.r. can be ob
tained in the usual manner2•8 by analytic continu
ation from the physical region, using, for example, 
the expansion in spherical functions. 

In conclusion we note that the modified Born 
approximation for the scattering amplitude (21) 
has possible interest for quantitative calculations 
in cases where the lS interaction cannot be neg
lected. 

The author thanks Prof. 0. A. Ladyzhenskaya 
for her interest in this work and L. D. Faddeev 
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